EFFECTS OF AUXIN POLAR TRANSPORT INHIBITORS ON THE GROWTH OF THE EXCISED FOURTH INTERNODE IN TULIPS
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ABSTRACT

Effects of auxin polar transport inhibitors: methyl 2-chloro-9-hydroxyfluorene-9-carboxylate (morphactin IT 3456), 2,3,5-triiodobenzoic acid (TIBA) and N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA) on elongation growth of the excised fourth internode of tulips (Tulipa gesneriana L.) cv. Apeldoorn were studied. After removal of flower bud, the continuing elongation of the excised fourth internode kept in water in normal or inverted position was observed, the elongation in inverted position being significantly higher than that in the normal position. On the other hand, the application of these inhibitors (0.2%, w/w in lanolin) in the place of removed flower bud substantially enhanced the elongation, the stimulation being much higher in the normal position than in the inverted one. When the inhibitors were applied in the middle or 1 cm from the base of the internode, the growth-promoting effect of these inhibitors was observed both in the upper and lower part of the internode, being greater in the upper part of the internode, regardless of the position of explants. Simultaneous application of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) (0.1%, w/w in lanolin) at the place of the removed flower bud in the normal position with morphactin, TIBA and NPA applied in the middle or 1 cm from the base of the excised internode greatly stimulated the elongation, whereas almost no growth-promoting effect of these inhibitors was observed, in comparison to IAA. On the contrary, when IAA was applied on the base of the excised internode in the inverted position, the growth was inhibited, compared to that with lanolin only. The inhibitory effect of auxin was eliminated by the simultaneous application of morphactin, TIBA and NPA placed in the middle of the excised internode. These results suggest that auxin levels in the excised internode regulated by auxin polar transport play a crucial role in the regulation of its elongation growth.
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INTRODUCTION

Tulip bulbs with terminal buds containing a complete flower require 12–14 weeks of low-temperature treatment for shoot elongation (De Hertogh 1974). It is well known that elongation of the stem and leaves of tulips is almost entirely due to the elongation of cells produced during earlier developmental stages of flower bud formation (Gilford & Rees 1973). Elongation of all internodes in precooled tulip bulbs is promoted by application of auxins in the place of removed flower buds in the absence of leaves (Saniewski & De Munk 1981; Banasik & Saniewski 1985), supporting the idea that flower buds (gynoecium) and leaves provide auxins,
which control the elongation growth of the stem (Op den Kelder et al. 1971; Hanks & Rees 1977; Saniewski & De Munk 1981; Banasik & Saniewski 1985). Furthermore, rapid elongation of the fourth (top) internode in tulips takes place after earlier elongation of the first, the second and the third internodes (Ranwala & Miller 2008). After removal of the flower bud in growing tulips, elongation of the fourth internode with or without leaves at different growth stages was very weak, but exogenously applied auxin (IAA, indole-3-acetic acid) to the cut surface of tulip stem resulted in substantial stimulation of elongation growth (Saniewski et al. 2010, 2012). These facts indicate that flower bud, as a source of auxin, is always necessary and responsible for elongation of the fourth internode.

To clarify the role of auxin in tulip stem growth, intensive studies using auxin polar transport inhibitors, such as morphactin (methyl 2-chloro-9-hydroxyfluorene-9-carboxylate, morphactin IT 3456), 2,3,5-triiodobenzoic acid (TIBA) and N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA), have been performed. TIBA applied at the node between the first and the second internodes of tulip flower stalk significantly inhibited the dark-induced elongation and reduced the levels of diffusible auxin from the upper internodes to the first internode (Okubo & Uemoto 1985). Saniewski & Okubo (1997, 1998a) found that IAA applied in the place of removed flower bud after excision of leaves promoted flower stalk elongation in the non-precooled and precooled, rooted and unrooted tulip bulbs, and TIBA applied in the middle of the fourth internode (below IAA application) significantly inhibited the growth of flower internodes. Similarly, NPA and morphactin also strongly inhibited the growth of internodes induced by IAA in precooled rooted tulip bulbs after removal of flower bud and all leaves (Saniewski & Okubo 1998b; Saniewski et al. 1999). Morphactin also inhibited the growth of all internodes in tulips induced by flower bud in the absence of leaves. The inhibitory effects of TIBA, NPA and morphactin on tulip stem growth induced by IAA were restored by additional application of IAA treated below the place of the application of auxin transport inhibitors. These results clearly indicate that auxins produced in the flower bud play a crucial role in tulip stem growth.

Recently, we have found that the application of morphactin above the third node in decapitated tulips substantially induced the fourth internode growth (Ueda et al. 2012). It was also established that the elongation growth of the excised fourth internode in tulip shoots substantially depended on the initial length of the fourth internode (Saniewski et al. 2010). The present study was performed with an aim to clarify the role of auxin polar transport in stem growth. We report the effect of auxin polar transport inhibitors, TIBA, morphactin and NPA, and their interaction with IAA on the growth of excised fourth tulip internodes kept in water in normal and inverted positions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bulbs of tulip (Tulipa gesneriana L.) cv. Apeldoorn with a circumference of 10-11 cm, after lifting, were stored at 18-20 °C and subsequently transferred to 5 °C for dry cooling on October 15. The cooling period lasted from January until the beginning of March. Then the tunics were removed and the bulbs individually planted in pots and cultivated at 18-20 °C in a greenhouse under natural light conditions.

In order to exclude the effect of other tissues, the experiments were done with the excised fourth internodes. The fourth internodes without node were detached from tulip shoots just after removal of the flower bud when the length of the fourth internode was 66 mm (Figs. 1 & 3), 83 mm (Figs. 2 & 4) and 105 mm (Fig. 5). The excised internodes were kept in water in normal or inverted position and then treated with morphactin IT 3456, TIBA or NPA at a concentration of 0.2% (w/w in lanolin) with or without IAA at a concentration of 0.1% (w/w in lanolin) as lanolin paste. Only lanolin was applied as a control in every experiment.

In the inverted position, the excised segments were upside down. The treatments were as follows:

- the fourth internodes at the length of 66 mm (Fig. 1) and 83 mm (Fig. 2) were treated with morphactin, TIBA and NPA on the top of excised internodes in the place of removed flower...
bud (the normal position) or on the basal part (the inverted position);

- the fourth internodes at the length of 66 mm were treated with morphactin, TIBA and NPA in the middle of the internode and in the place of removed flower bud or on basal part with or without IAA (Fig. 3);

- the fourth internodes at the length of 83 mm (Fig. 4) were treated with morphactin, TIBA and NPA at 1 cm from the base of the internode (over water) and in the place of removed flower bud or on basal part with or without IAA;

- the fourth internodes at the length of 105 mm (Fig. 5) were treated with morphactin 1 cm from the base of the internode (over water) and in the place of removed flower buds or on basal part.

The growth of the fourth internode was measured at an interval of few days. Seven excised fourth internodes were used in each experiment. All the experiments were repeated twice. The data were subjected to the analysis of variance and Duncan’s test was used to estimate the difference between means at $p = 0.05$.

RESULTS

After removal of the flower bud, the continuing elongation growth of the excised fourth internode of tulip shoot kept in water in normal or inverted position was observed (Figs. 1 & 2). The elongation of the excised fourth internode kept in inverted position was much higher than that kept in normal position.

The application of morphactin, TIBA or NPA in the place of removed flower bud and on the basal part of the excised fourth internode kept in water, in normal and inverted positions, substantially stimulated the elongation growth in normal position. The elongation of the fourth internode induced by these inhibitors kept in normal position was evidently higher than that in inverted position (Figs. 1 & 2).

![Fig. 1. Growth response of excised 4th internodes to treatments with auxin polar transport inhibitors. Growth of the excised 4th internode, after removal of flower bud, and kept in water in normal and inverted position and treated with morphactin (Morph.), TIBA or NPA at a concentration of 0.2% in lanolin paste on the top of the excised internode, in the place of removed flower bud or on basal part (inverted position). Initial length of the 4th internode was 66 ± 1.1 mm. Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at $p=0.05$ according to Duncan’s test; values are calculated separately for each day of the treatment](image-url)
Fig. 2. Growth response of excised 4th internodes to treatments with auxin polar transport inhibitors. Growth of the excised 4th internode, after removal of flower bud, and kept in water in normal and inverted position and treated with morphactin (Morph.), TIBA or NPA at a concentration of 0.2% in lanolin paste on the top of the excised internode, in the place of removed flower bud or on basal part (inverted position). Initial length of the 4th internode was 83 ± 2.1 mm. Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at p=0.05 according to Duncan’s test; values are calculated separately for each day of the treatment.

Fig. 3. Growth response of excised 4th internodes to treatments with auxin polar transport inhibitors and IAA. Growth of the excised 4th internode, after removal of flower bud, and kept in water in normal (A, C) and inverted (B, D) position and treated with morphactin (Morph.), TIBA or NPA at a concentration of 0.2% in lanolin paste in the middle of internode, and in the place of removed flower bud or on basal part (inverted position) was applied lanolin only or IAA at a concentration of 0.1%. Initial length of the 4th internode was 66 ± 1.5 mm. Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at p=0.05 according to Duncan’s test; values are calculated separately for each day and separately below and above the treatment.
Fig. 4. Growth response of excised 4th internodes to treatments with auxin polar transport inhibitors and IAA. Growth of the excised 4th internode, after removal of flower bud, and kept in water in normal (A, C) and inverted (B, D) position and treated with morphactin (Morph.), TIBA or NPA at a concentration of 0.2% in lanolin paste 1 cm from base of the internode (over water), and in the place of removed flower bud or on basal part (inverted position) was applied lanolin only or IAA at a concentration of 0.1%. Initial length of the 4th internode was 105 ± 4.3 mm. Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at $p=0.05$ according to Duncan’s test; values are calculated separately for each day and separately below and above of the treatment.

Fig. 5. Growth response of excised 4th internode to treatments with auxin polar transport inhibitors. Growth of the excised 4th internode, after removal of flower bud, and kept in water in normal and inverted position and treated with morphactin (Morph.) at a concentration 0.2% in lanolin paste 1 cm from base of internode (over water). Initial length of the 4th internode was 105 ± 4.3 mm. Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at $p=0.05$ according to Duncan’s test; values are calculated for all length of internode, separately for each day of the treatment.
When the excised fourth internode kept in normal and inverted positions was treated with morphactin, TIBA and NPA in the middle of the internode, the growth-promoting effect of these inhibitors was observed, both in the upper and the lower internode parts of the treatment; the effect being clearly visible in the upper part of the internode, regardless of the position of explants (Fig. 3A, C). Simultaneous application of IAA (0.1%, w/w) at the place of the removed flower bud in normal position with lanolin, morphactin, TIBA and NPA in the middle of the excised fourth internode greatly stimulated the growth of the explants, whereas almost no growth-promoting effect of these inhibitors was observed, in comparison to IAA treatment only (Fig. 3B).

On the contrary, when IAA was applied on the base of the excised fourth internode in inverted position, the growth of the internode was inhibited compared to that with lanolin only. The inhibitory effect of auxin was totally eliminated by the simultaneous application of morphactin, TIBA and NPA placed in the middle of the excised fourth internode (Fig. 3D).

When the excised fourth internode was kept in water in normal and inverted positions with morphactin, TIBA and NPA applied at 1 cm from the base of internode (over water), the growth of the internode kept in normal and inverted direction was enhanced, especially by morphactin (Figs. 4A, C & 5). Simultaneous application of IAA on the top of the explants with morphactin, TIBA and NPA applied at 1 cm from the base of the internode (over water) kept in normal and inverted positions showed almost no growth-promoting effect of IAA in normal orientation (Fig. 4B). On the other hand, IAA inhibited the growth of the internode in inverted position. In this case, morphactin was effective in eliminating IAA-induced inhibition. TIBA and NPA were effective to a lesser extent (Fig. 4D).

DISCUSSION

As stated earlier, the elongation growth of the fourth internode explants was extremely small after removal of the flower bud in growing tulips, and IAA application to the cut surface of tulip stem resulted in substantial stimulation of elongation growth. Moreover, the growth in the excised fourth internode kept in normal position depended on the initial length of the explants (Saniewski et al. 2010), which was also confirmed in the present experiments (Figs. 1 & 2).

Since auxin in the fourth internode is easily transported basipetally to lower internodes in growing tulips (Saniewski et al. 1990, 2012), the lack of endogenous auxin could cause limitation in the growth of the fourth internode. Thus, auxin produced by the flower bud is always necessary and responsible for elongation of the fourth internode. In our experiment, the growth of the excised fourth internode was affected by the position of the explants, inverted or normal. Auxin is transported mainly basipetally in tulip stems as well (Gabrysiewska & Saniewski 1983). The higher growth of the excised fourth internode kept in inverted position than in normal one could be attributed to differences in endogenous auxin flow to water; smaller amounts of auxin flow to water in inverted position.

Inhibitors of auxin polar transport, morphactin, TIBA and NPA, applied on the top of the fourth internode stimulated the growth of the internodes, regardless of the orientation of explants during the incubation, whereas the degree of stimulation of the elongation of the internode was much higher in normal position than in the inverted one (Figs. 1 & 2). In oat stem segments, treatment of auxin polar transport inhibitors such as morphactin and TIBA promoted elongation growth, this effect being interpreted as their interferences with auxin polar transport (Rapoport et al. 1978). Thus, the action of these inhibitors in tulip internode growth might also be explained by inhibition of auxin flow from the internode to the water. Auxin flow to water from internode explants kept in normal position is probably suppressed by these inhibitors, resulting in higher level of endogenous auxin responsible for elongation growth.

In further studies, it was found that TIBA applied on the scales around the basal plate to uncooled tulip bulbs cultivars Apeldoorn and Gudoshnik, before bud formation (at the beginning of July) and after flower bud formation (October and later),
substantially stimulated the shoot growth and flowering in partially dry-cooled bulbs (Saniewski et al. 2011a, b). The growth- and flowering-promoting effect of TIBA was weaker in the fully cooled bulbs in comparison to the partially cooled bulbs. It should be mentioned that TIBA applied in the same way to the uncooled tulip bulbs did not stimulate shoot growth and flowering. These results suggest that TIBA partially replaces the cold-treatment requirement of the tulip bulbs. The mode of action of TIBA in promotion of shoot growth and flowering in partially cooled tulip bulbs has not yet been clearly explained. One possibility is that TIBA stimulated shoot growth and flowering through blocking the auxin transport from pistil and leaves to the basal plate, and finally the accumulation of auxin takes place in the tulip shoots, as was previously suggested by Geng et al. (2005a, b). McKay et al. (1994) showed that TIBA and 9-hydroxyfluorene-9-carboxylic acid (HFCA) reduced both IAA level and internode elongation below their site of application in wild-type garden pea (Pisum sativum). In the short mutant (lkb) which contained about two- to three-fold less free IAA than those of the wild type of garden pea, TIBA and HFCA strongly promoted the elongation of internodes and raised IAA level above the application site. Morphactin pretreatments enhanced hypocotyls elongation of Helianthus annuus (Hasenstein & Kaldewey 1984). Transport experiment using 5-3H-IAA in hypocotyl section revealed that morphactin strongly reduced the diffusible IAA. Thus, a possible mode of action of morphactin could be the blocking of auxin efflux from cells, thereby resulting in an increase of free IAA inside the cells (Hasenstein & Kaldewey 1984). After application of morphactin above the third node of decapitated tulips, the stimulated growth of the fourth internode was clearly observed (Ueda et al. 2012). Endogenous levels of IAA in the fourth internode after the treatment of auxin polar transport inhibitors were determined using gas-liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and gas-liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry selected ion monitoring system (GC-SIM) with deuterium labeled IAA (ds-IAA) as an internal standard. The obtained data revealed significant accumulation of IAA in the fourth internode of tulips after the treatment with morphactin. These results strongly support the opinion that stimulated growth of the fourth internode of tulips induced by auxin polar transport inhibitors is the consequence of accumulated endogenous levels of IAA, caused by blocking auxin efflux. Based on the results of this study we conclude that the appropriate level of IAA in the excised fourth internode is necessary for the elongation growth.

IAA applied on the top of the fourth internode kept in normal position stimulated the elongation growth, but inhibited that in inverted position (Figs. 3B, D & 4D). As reported previously (Saniewski et al. 1990), when auxin was applied at higher concentrations in the place of removed flower bud after the excision of all leaves, it promoted internodal elongation less and thickening more than that at low concentrations of auxin. Auxin-induced elongation of the fourth internode was enhanced by the simultaneous treatment with silver thiosulphate, an inhibitor of ethylene action (Veen 1983; Saniewski et al. 1990). In etiolated derooted pea cuttings, the application of IAA to the hook substantially induced inhibition of elongation growth and stimulated swelling of the epicotyls. However, IAA applied to the cuttings pretreated with 1-aminoxyacetic acid, an inhibitor of ethylene biosynthesis, substantially promoted epicotyl elongation without affecting swelling (Miyamoto & Kamisaka 1988). This may suppose that ethylene produced by endogenous auxin may somehow counteract with auxin itself in the regulation of internode growth of tulip stems.

When morphactin, TIBA and NPA were applied in the middle of the internode and IAA on the top in normal position, these inhibitors did not stimulate the growth, in comparison to IAA treatment only. On the contrary, in inverted position, inhibitors of polar auxin transport applied in the middle of the internode stimulated the elongation growth, in comparison to IAA treatment only (Fig. 3B, D). Thus, the growth-promoting effect of auxin polar transport inhibitors on the excised fourth internode might not be due to direct effect of these inhibitors, but also be caused by the inhibition of auxin-induced ethylene production, as suggested above.
Inhibitors of polar auxin transport applied 1 cm from the base of the internode (over water) in normal and inverted positions showed that only morphactin stimulated the growth of the internode (Figs. 4A, C & 5). Auxin applied on the top did not affect the growth of the fourth internode kept in normal position, but inhibited the growth in the inverted one. The inhibitors of polar auxin transport applied at the base of the internode and IAA on the top in normal position did not stimulate the growth in normal position, but the inhibitors stimulated the growth inhibited by IAA in inverted position (Fig. 4B, D). Similar interpretations as above might be possible.

In conclusion, based on the results of the elongation growth induced by the application of auxin polar transport inhibitors to the excised fourth tulip internode kept in normal and inverted positions, we assume that the physiological effects of these inhibitors depend on the direction of their applications to that of the target cells. In addition, it is possible that the action of these inhibitors might be connected with the interaction of auxin and auxin-induced ethylene. To clarify the hypothesis, further intensive studies using inhibitors of ethylene action and its biosynthesis in the excised fourth internode of tulips will be required.
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